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Subject: Results Re: transcripts of tapes re: Perry Raymond Russo and Gordon Duane Novel

Body:

Tom:I spoke w/Ramona who said their group conducted a complete search w/in their ARRB Receipt File & 

other sources, finding no record of text material re: our request...It was suggested that the Motion Picture 

Branch (MPB) might have this material...Eric checked w/Les Waffen & David Kepley of MPB & they 

independently confirmed they don't have transcripts...I seem to recall Laura acquired the list from the folks in 

New Orleans as a general list of Garrison/Connick materials...Kevin is not in the office now, so I cannot ask him 

for further clarification on that...I cannot think of any further action we can take on this...Dave :-)-------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- To: Tom Samoluk/ARRB, Eric 

Scheinkopf/ARRBcc: From: Dave Montague/ARRB Date: 06/30/97 04:21:25 PMSubject: Re: Tapes re: Perry 

Raymond Russo and Gordon Duane NovelRamona returned my call & said she's still looking for any 

transcripts...---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------To: Tom 

Samoluk/ARRB, Eric Scheinkopf/ARRBcc: Jeremy Gunn/ARRB From: Dave Montague/ARRB Date: 06/30/97 

04:10:01 PMSubject: Re: Tapes re: Perry Raymond Russo and Gordon Duane NovelI called Ramona today & 

lwtc on her voice-mail re: the transcripts she is checking on...------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------To: Tom Samoluk/ARRBcc: Eric Scheinkopf/ARRBFrom: Dave 

Montague/ARRBDate: 06/27/97 03:35:03 PMSubject: Re: Tapes re: Perry Raymond Russo and Gordon Duane 

NovelTom:I checked on the transcript references (on the list Laura brought from New Orleans) & asked Laura 

if she recalled whether the physical transcripts were included w/in the stuff she brought from there...Laura 

said she brought tapes as well as text material...Kevin helped me recall carrying 2 boxes to NARA last year, but 

I thought only 1 box came from New Orleans...Laura thinks the audio stuff went to Kepley & the text stuff 

went to Tilley...I called Tilley today & Ramona (who is in charge this week), copied the transcript references 

from me saying she would definitley check & have an answer on Monday...Eric is still following up w/Kepley to 

see if they are in the Motion Picture Branch...The transcript references I gave Ramona are:2nd Interview 

between P. Russo and (1) 7" Reel Tape (1) Transcript with correctionsJ. Phelan Perry Russo & Washington Post 

#5 (1) 7" Scotch 290 tape box with tape labeled as above (1) transcriptPerry Russo & Geo Lardner Wash. (1) 7" 

Audio tape in box labeled as above (1) transcriptDave :-)------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------- To: Eric Scheinkopf/ARRBcc: Dave Montague/ARRBFrom: Tom Samoluk/ARRBDate: 06/27/97 

11:53:41 AMSubject: Re: Tapes re: Perry Raymond Russo and Gordon Duane NovelEric:Not to belabor this, but 

please find out why there was a reference to transcripts in Dave's original inventory contained in the 4/21/97 

e-mail below. Please ask Dave where that came from? Was it listed somewhere? Did he see the transcripts? 
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